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Today’s most advanced lubricants
Heavy machinery must endure some of the toughest conditions. Deep-sea
drilling, mining, agriculture, rock quarry, or any other form of heavy industry,
POLYTRON Lubricants can increase the reliability, eliminate equipment wear,
and give you a peace of mind. Even in an event of sudden oil loss, POLYTRON
can temporarily protect the equipment from catastrophic damages. The heavier
your industry is, the more you would need POLYTRON. All POLYTRON products are proudly Made In U.S.A!
Visit www.PolytronDirect.com for more information and online-store!

POLYTRON METAL TREATMENT CONCENTRATE (MTC)
POLYTRON Metal Treatment Concentrate (MTC) is the best in the industry. Attracted to metal surfaces,
MTC transforms the original metal to a highly durable polished-like micro-layer of metal that drastically
resist wear, extreme pressure, temperature, and contaminants. Only by adding 10% by volume to your
current main lubricant, you will gain great benefits and protection, that saves you $1000’s.
SIZES:
16 oz Bottle
1 Gal Jug
4 Gal Pail
55 Gal Drum

APPLICATION:
Cars, Trucks, Railroad, Boats
Heavy Equipments & Hydraulics
Transmissions, Gears, Differentials
Pumps, Air Compressors, Air Condition
Mining & Drilling Equipment
Agricultural Machines & Tractors

EXPECTED RESULTS:
Maximizes fuel mileage (mpg), power & compression of an engine
Decreases wear of engine/equipment up to 95%, operating temp., & noise
Keeps the surfaces clean & extends maintenance intervals up to 4-7 times*
Protects engine/equipment across wider range of temperatures
Provides temporary protection to engine/equipment in the event of oil loss
Contributes to reduction maintenance costs up to 60%

*Results may vary. We strongly suggest you performing oil change per manufacturer’s recommendation!

POLYTRON EP-2 LITIUM COMPLEX GREASE (EP2)

SIZES:
14 oz Tube
35 lb Pail
420 lb Drum

POLYTRON EP-2 Lithium Complex Grease is a superior quality, multi purpose, wide temperature-range
lubricant. It is made with lithium complex soap, quality base oils and POLYTRON’s scientifically engineered anti-wear friction reducing formula with other additives to contribute to its outstanding qualities
of water resistance and anti rust/corrosion protection. It may also be used in electric motors of NEMA
insulation class A and B types. POLYTRON EP-2 Grease does not soften excessively during high speed
operation in rolling contact bearings. Excellent for automotive and industrial equipments.
APPLICATION:
Passenger cars, Trucks, Railroad, Boats
Joints, Bushings, U-Joints
Rack & Pinion Gears, Bearing
Jaw Breakers, Drilling Machines

EXPECTED RESULTS:
Eliminates wear by up to 95% and reduce maintenance cost up to 60%
Protects equipments during temporary loss of grease
Excellent in severe pressure, condition, and temperature
Repels water and protection against from corrosion

POLYTRON PENETRATING LUBRICANT (PL)
POLYTRON PL contains POLYTRON MTC and is scientifically blended to be the most effective whenever
rust, corrosion, or drag is a factor. POLYTRON PL not only penetrates through extreme rust and corrosion, but also treats the metal surface to reduce friction and eliminate wear. Use of this product provides
long lasting, smooth operation of any metal mechanism. Lasts up to 20 times longer than WD-40.
SIZES:
14 oz Tube
35 lb Pail
420 lb Drum

APPLICATION:
Hinges, Locks, Valves, Faucets
Electric & Air Tools, Drill Bits, Taps
Battery Electrical Poles
Moving Parts in Motors
Slides, Guides, Ways, & More!

To order your POLYTRON or learn more visit:
www.PolytronDirect.com

EXPECTED RESULTS:
Fast penetration: breaks down rust and corrosion, speeds up drilling
Eliminates wear, lubricates and protects as it penetrates
Reduces power consumption, temp., and noise when used as lubricant
Very effective moisture repellant; Cleans and retards electrical corrosion

Tel: (949) 614-LUBE (5823)
Email: sales@polytrondirect.com

“Your Factory Direct Source of POLYTRON Lubricants”

